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,BASE NUMERATION SYSTEMS
AND

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Nearly everyone has heard of the electronic device known as the

electronic computer which has been developed and is in widespread use

by businessmen, scientists, and engineers to assist the in obtaining

the solutions of many types of problems. A computer program is 1

collection ofT instructions (arranged in a predetermined or: iirh

allows the oflpater to carry out a sequence of functions for 012

express pmrposo of obtaining thou solution of a particular prol;lem.
too.

-In this unit you will find mhy problLs that the ,omputer has

helped to solve. It is only mituiril to, expect that the 'omputer

nrogrilms as well as the solutions will at times be included. Thus,

s Allows yo; to, be told some ways to recognize problems you may

nave that can ben.fit from the method li!.;ed Because very little extra

computer time would he needed to solve other problems of the same style,

these solutions are included as proper subsets of larger sets. Thus,

tip teacher may use this unit, not only to find the answers to these

problems contained herein, but also to select from among, the

d aMtional exercises and test questions.

This unit has Been successfully used as a FORTRAN IV SELF-TEACHER.

::ach type of instruction listed in the prog-7am is described in

detail before its use. The duscriptions are given in the order in
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whi the instructions appear in ,the unit. It any computer instruction

has been previously described, it is so indicated by reference* either

tm a previous program nr to an earlier portion of the current program.

A;so, sample data and the manipulation thereof are given in a form

- that the reader may follow ?he results thtoughtout the program.
C

shall lase base numeriti systems as bases from whicl-. a pr-

,tram..-.ing effort be laun:hed. The base of a numeration sys!2m is

named a(:eor'!ing to the number of symb:As used to represent numbers

in that system. For example, there 4,9-only one-s-Willxl, 1, for the

Bas one Numeration !-Nstem. For this sy;tcm, we write

1 LI.) represent the number of ons the earth has,4
11 to represent

to represent

the number of elements'in a pair,

the number of members of n trio, and

V

1111 to represent the number of people in a qulrtet.

use a string of a 107e..-: l's t) represent the number of eggs

in a carton. ease \istem is equivalent to tallying. :'ete that

ra:mot trire zero in this s'..-;tert At the other ,,,xtreme, in the

base Infinity System, there is a lifferent symbol used for east, numbi:,

Necessarily, there are infinitely many symbols as every number must he

represented by a different symbo,.

he rteTence is given in columns 73-80 of the instruction, Col-mns
fmrm the non-0:.:o,-utilLle part of the instruction. As an exlmo7r.

y7nce 2-7 means, Instruction eat Program 1t2.
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0.

In the Base One System, it would be a tedious task to write

representations for large numbers, and the Base Infinity System would

be ,too taxing on the brains to cead. Therefore, we shall limit uar

discussion to finite base numeration systems which lie between these

two ,ystems.

2.1 Ba,.; Eight As A System of Numeration

We shall now experiment with a base numeration system which is

between the Base One System and the Base infinity System. In making

use of our previous experiences in the Base Ten System, we experiment

with the Base Eight System* of Numeration in which thereaTe exactly

eight symbols, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. In this system

1 represents the number of noses one has,

2 represents the number Of shoes a person wears,

represents the number of sides of a triangle,

4 represents the number of bases of a baseball diamond,

5 represe.lts the number of. toes on a normal right foot,

6 represents the number of sides of a hexagon,

7 represents the number of continents in the world,

10 represents the number of letters in the word computer**

11 represents Car: number of players on/ the starting baseball team,

wiy ','riLe from 1 to 100 in Base: Eight is to write from

1, to i u in Base-Ten, skipping any numbeL having a numeral representation
a1-J 71E in or 1 9.

/ **::ote: Verbal translation of 10 (Base Eight) is one zero rather than
t_Le word ten since ten meri7.; ten ones and 10 (Base Eight) means eight

Henco, arefuJ vernal symbu iv.ation should be used to prevent
ambiguity in the exact meaning of

10
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12 represents the number of fingers on your two hands,

13 represents the number of members of a football team,

14 represents the number of eggs in a dozen,

15 represents the unlucky number, and

16 represents the number of days in a fortnight.

Using the Base Eight Numeration Syster, give the numerals to

represent:

(a) the number of pennies in three nickels

(b) the squai-e of four

(c) the ninth odd number

(d) the ninth even number

(c) the tenth odd riuml,er

(f) the tenth even number

(g) the eleventh odd number

(h) t.e eleventh even number

(i) the twelfth add number

(j) the number of hour! in a day

(k) the square of five

(1) the number of letters in the alphabet

(m) the cube of three

(n) the number of days in February '(non-1 year)

(o) the numbe-r of days in February in a leap year

(p) the number of days in September

(q) the number of days in January
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(r) the fifth power of two

(s) the product three and eleven

(t) the number of days in five weeks

(u) the number of inches in a yard

2.2 Place-Values And Face-Values In The Base Eight Numeration System

0

In the Base Eight Numeration System numerals are written to

indicate numbers. Each symbol of the numeral has two values, a

face-value and a place-value. In the numeral 342 the face-value

of 2 is two and the place-value of two is one. The face-value of

4 i6 four and the place-value of 4 is eight. The face-value of 3 is

three and the place-value of 3 is sixty-four. The corresponding Base

Ten numeral is given by 3 x 64 + ,4 x 8 + 2 x 1 or 226.



FACE-VALI ES

THREE FOUR TWO

ti

SIXTY-FOUR EIGHT ONE

PLACE-VALUES

S
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Example 1. State °the place-value shown by each symbol in

the Base Eight numeral 753.

The 7 in the numeral 753 is a symbol for seven eight-eights

or seven sixty-fours.

The 5 in the numeral 753 is a symbol for five eights.

The 3 in the numeral 753 is a syiibol for three ones.
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Example 2. How many blocks should

be added to the set on the left to

make an octet of octets ofroctets?

Answer. Five blocks are needed to

go with the three ones to get an

octet. Two more octets are needed

to get eight octets. This octet of

octets will be sufficient to com

plete the eight octets of octets.

Total. 2 blocks of 8 and 5 unit

blocks which can be written as 25
.

in base 8.

Exercise: Find the facevalues and place/alues in the ?rise Eight numeral 653.

I x 7_1z ta-faurs

15

f!ir.lit.3 three ones
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Example 4. Expand each of the following Base'Eight numerals in

Base Ten.

(a)

Answer: Base Ten Face-Values

Base Eight Numeral 2

Base Ten Place-Value

(b)

9 7

7 = 2x8 7xlas Base Ten
Numeral 23

1

BASE TEN FACE-VALUES 3 , 1

4 t

BASE EIGHT NUMERAL 3 1

4.

BASE TEN PLACE-VALUES 64 , 8

,

t Base Ten Numeral
7 = 3 x 64 + 1 X 8 + 7 x 1 = 207
+

, 1
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Games:

(a) Use cubic

(b) Use cubic

(c) Use cubic

(d) Use cubic

317
+111

Geo-blocks to indicate the Base Eight numeral 33.

Geo-blocks to indicate the Base Eight numeral 47.

Geo-blocks to indicate the Base Eight numeral 77.

Geo-blocks to indicate the following addition.
16

327

+222
777 .

fl

10

_______ _ ____ _________ _ __ . .

.

.

.

_
,

,

,_ J

. ,

,

,
, ,

, 100

, ,
,

_____ _

, ,
,

.

,

, ,

,

, ,

,

100

__ __ _ _

,

,.

100
1 10 V

/
f

/-

1

1

Al
01

, 1 1

,

.

.

A

100 .

/
,, ,

,
10

.

-0,

,

(e) Use cubic Geo-blocks to indicate the following! subtraction.

:446 543
-222 -234°

333
-245
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We see that the last sYmbo on the right of a numeral indicates the

number of ones, the next to last symbolkg ives the number of base numbers,

the next symbol gives the number of squares of base numbers, the next

symbol gives the number of cubes of base' numbers, etc. With this

knowledge, we can easily convert a base eight numeral to a base ten

numeral . In writ ing and .reading numerals, we think of them as the

numbers that they represent.

The number 138 = 310. + 810 = 1110

3The number 47268 610 + 2
10

(8
10

) + 7(810)2 + 4(81o)

2,518

The number 1225
.8

= 5 + 2
10

(8
10

) 1(810
2 _ IQ rs

10
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1. Complete the /following table:

Base
Eight

--,

21 35 427

Base
Ten,

27

IY

FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 1
Referer.

1234567 20 I 30 40 50 60 .70 Columns

COMMEN1

C

C BEAU GERA LAJ '',T COMMENT

C PROBLEM NO. 1 PAGE-0 COMMENU

C PROGRAM TO CHANGE T N EIGHT-PLACE BASE EIGHT NUMBERS TO BASE TEN
SPACE CALLED NCRDS LS US THE NUMBER OF CARDS OF DATA (2 DIGITS potmeNT

C WE SHALL RESERVE EIG TY SPACES FOR THE RECTANGULAR ARRAY N(8,10) COMMENT
C WE SHALL RESERVE TEN ACES FO THE BASE TEN ANSWERS 11 10 COMMENT

C WE SHALL RESERVE TEN PACES FOR THE BASE EIGHT INPUT NUMBERS L 10F014/4ENT

1 DIMENSION NajJ1) ,2iga,TLj10
2 READ (1,1) NCRDS

,,

3 FORMAT (12)
4 Lta 24 K 1, NCRDS .

C THE FOLLOWING READ STAT1MENT CAUSES DATA TO BE STORED BY COLUNNS.CONMENT
5 READ (1,6) N 1-2

6 FORMAT (8011) 1-3

7 DO 21 J t== 1, 10 1-4
8 MX ---- 0

9 LX 0

10 FORMAT (1H , 10110)

11 DO 18 I 1. 8
12 IF I E 8) 6

13 MX MX + NCI ,J) * 8**(8-i)
14 LX LX + NCI i)* 10**(8-1)
15 GO TO 18
16 MX MX +
17 LX LX +
18 CONTINUE
19, MO MX)

20 LI) aLX
21 CONTINUE
22 'JUTE (310) L
23 WRITE 13.10) N
24 CONTINUE
25 STOP
26 END,

1-8

1-13

1-13

1-13

1-18

1 -22

1-48
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Use.the Geo-board to foliqw the given data throughout the execution

of the instructions in the FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 1. Aftei the execution

of the first program instruction, thc"Geo-board may look like this:

EXPLANATION OF FORTPAN PROGPX NO. 1

Each line in the program represents a. program card. There are eighty
columns on each card. In each column there is either a blank space or

lf C.711 Fn 71,'1 -;v1re.ol'. -7-

the ten numerals (from 0 to 9), the twenty-six letters of the alphabet
A to Z), the period, the comma, the Deft parenthesis, the right

parenthesis, the equal sim, the plus sign the minus sign, the asterisk
and the dollar sign.

Each coluMil of an eighty column ca as twelve slots which are labeled
as shOwn below.

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

10

2U
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'le may pu2ch holes tLese!slots. Depending unon which particular
:column'snts are puqched in a column, we represent various symbols.
Siime there are-tvelve slots in. each columm, there are 212 possible
colf6inations of Punched slots for each of the columns. However, since
there are fewer than 50-symbols to be used, (n numbers, 26 letteis;,

etc.), then the 212 different combinations are more than adequate.

Each. card will have either a C representation in the first column or.
will have nothing there. If a card has a C in the first column, then

the information is given to the processor that the information on the

card is only a CoMment. That'is, the information is not to be pro-
cessed. Another way of saying this is thtt the processor will ignore.
these comments.

We note that in the program under study, the first seven cards are com-
ment cards.

Ouestion: Is there :mother comment card in this program? If so,

whet j.s it?

If a card does not contain a C in the first column, then the card con-
tains at least in part, a program statement, and this program statement
may in turn he either executable orj.not executable. Executable state-
ments are executed in the order that they are listed unless changed by
a control statement.

First Statement

DrTENSION N(8,10) , 11(10), L(10)

This first statement is called a DIMENSION STATE"TENT.

The first program statement is an executable statement: Since all num-
bered statements must be numbered in columns 2 to 5, and this state -

nent is numbered, its number, "1" is placed in column 5. However,

since this statement is never referred to in the program by another
statement, it need not have been numbered. Also, though numbered, it
need not ....eve been numbered "1". Any number would have Sufficed.

17u--13.2rd -;tatam-t.- do rot have to be listed in numerical order.

This first statement requests the processor to reserve space in the

storage compartment of the computer for three separate arrays of num-
0. 4,

bers.
(a) An 8 x 10 two-dimensional array as shown below,

11(1:1) r

N(8,1)

1

N(1,10)

N(8,10)
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(b) A one-dimensional array of 10 snaces as shown oelow,

M(1) 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 44- "(1m)

(c) Another one-dimensional array of 10 spaces.

Note! All statements begin in column #7.

(Drew a picture representation for the array mentioned 4 (c) a-
bove. ge should emphasize that the names of the .snaces to be reserved

(a) may not be more than six characters long, and
(b) must consist of letters, or letters and numerals, the first

of which must be a letter.
u

Examples:

The name NAME acceptable.
The name RESERVE is not accentable. (too many eharacterS)
The name 21TR is not acceptable. (a number comes first.)
The name n2 is acceptable.
The name MR,2 'is not acceptable.(The comma is neither p

letter nor a numeral.)

In a DIME SION STATE'TNT,' all names of spaces to be reserved are to

be subscripted. However, subscripts are not to be counted when deter-
mining the length of the name.

Example

The name

Questions.

BOY(1,1) is acceptable. (There are only the char-
acters B, 0, and Y in the name inself.)

(a) What is the total number of snaces that are reserved by the
first statement?

(b) Can you write a statement which caus;rs the processor to re-
serve a total of two hundred fifty snaces? If so, what is

it?

(c) Can a subscript have more than six characters? If so; give

an example.

(d) Can a statement have a larger statement number than the one
which follows it?

(e) How large can a statement number be?

2
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Second Statement

READ (1,3) NCRDS

This statement is called a READ STATiMENT. It is an executable state-.
ment; it requests the processor

(a) to reserve one space in the storage compartment of the com-
puter which hereafter will be referred to as NCRDS if such
named space has not previously been reserved (In case that
ouch space has previously been reserved, this request is to
be ignored.), and

(b) to read from machine number one (THE CARD READER) into this
space (called NCRDS), the number which is on the next card
in madhine number one. read according to information FORMAT
NO. 3. Thus Statement No. 3 tells the processor how the
humber appears on the card.

(e) to i,-nore all empty spaces as always.

Third Statement

FORMAT (I2)

This statement is called a FORMAT STATEMENT. A format statement is not
an executable statement. This statement

(a) is numbered since it is referred to in the program; (Remem-,
ber that since a FORMAT STATEMENT is not executable, to be
used in a program, it must be referred to; hence it must be
numbered.),

(b) is referred to by the second statement, and

(c) tells the-processor that the number to be read according to
the second, statement is an integer and occupies the first

two columns on the card to be read.

FORMAT STATEMENTS may or may not follow the statement which refers to

it: such statements may be placed any where in the program.

Fourth Statement

DO 24 K. 1, NCRDS

The fourth statement is called a DO STATEMENT. It asks the processor

2 -)
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to execute all statements following this DO STATEMENT down to and in-
cluding statement number 24 as many times.as the number in the COmpU-

storage space called NCRDS indicates. (For example, if NCRDS con-
s.the number 9, then the statements following this DO STATEMENT
to statement number 24 will be e) cuted in order 9 times.) How-.
before these statement' are exec teA the first time, a space

c I is reserved in the computer by the processor 4nd is given the
in value of 1. The number in space K is increased by 1 each time
the sequen of numbers has been executed.

Questions: Is the second statement numbered? If so, could this
number have been omitted? What about the third and
fourth statements? 7

Ishterpret the fifth, sixth, and seventh statements.

Eighth Statement*

MX = 0

This statement is called a SUBSTITUTION STATEMENT. It has two func-
tions:

(a) To request the processor to reserve in the storage compart-
ment of the computer, a space called MX, if such space has
not already bee'n reserved, and

(b) to put the value of the right hand expression in that space.

Tenth Statement
0

FORMAT (1H , 10110)

The tenth statement gives two bits of information to the processor:

(a) It tells the processor to print, using the printer, as many
characters after the H as the number before the H indicates.
(In the case of this function, blank spaces are regarded as
characters.)

(b) It tells the processorthe form that the 10. numbers should
take whenever this format statement is referred to. In this
particular case, statements 22 and 23 both refer to the
statement number 10. Each of the ten numbers is considered
to be a ten place integer.

Questions:
(a) Must the eighth statement have been numbered?

*Note: The right hand expression need not have been equal to ze-
ro. It could have been either any other constant or any other type of
algebraic expression. (See 1-13 also.)

2i
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(b) Is storage apace reserved in the computer by the processor
in the execution of statement number eight?

(c) What is the value of the expression on the right hand aide
of statement number eight?

(d) Give your interpretation of Statement number nine. Is stor-
age apace reserved in the computer by the processor in the
execution of statement number nine?

(e) Gnat is the value of the expression on the right hand aide
of statement number 9?

.(f) What apace is there reserved in this computet by this state-
ment?

(g) Must the ninth statement have been numbered?

(h) Must the tenth statement have been numbered?

(i) What is your interpretation of Statement number eleven?

Twelfth Statement

If ( I . EQ . 8) GO TO 16

The twelfth statement is called a CONDITIONAL GO STATEMENT. It tells '

the processor\to proceed to statement number 16 if the value of the

number in space called I is equal to 8.

Thirteenth Statement

MX Q MX + N(I,J) * 8**(8°I)

The thirteenth statement is another SUBSTITUTION STATEMENT. In deter-
mining the value of the expression on the right, the single asterisk
is treated as a "times" -sign and the double asterisk is treated as an
"exponential" sign. As in all forms of mathematics, multiplication
and division take nresidence over addition and subtraction. Also, all
forms of grouping have higher priority. In the case of computer pro-
gramming, Vie exponentiation comes between multiplication and division,
and grouping.

Questions:
(a) What is your interpretaiton of Statement Number 13?

(b) State the purpose of Statement Number 14.

(C) A1",,%01P -!' t1iC n°4.. -1 werc

*Statements similar to Statement 12'are given below:
(a) IF(INE8)G0 TO 16 means "If the value of I is not 8, tranrfr to S16".

(b) IF(ILT5)G0 TO 7 means "Change control to S7 if I is less than 5."

(c) IF(JGT2)GO TO 3 rFnns "Change control to S3 if J is greater than 2."

Ivirltert.

2;)
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Ml at changes would you make'in Statement Number 13 in order
to change those numbers to Base Ten?

(d) For Base Seven numbers, would you make any changes in State-
ment,Number 14?

(e) Nould Format Statement Number 10 have to be changed to acco-
modate Base Seven numbers?

(f) In rewriting FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 1, would you mite any other
changes in this program if you wished to change ten eight- .

place Base Eight numbers to Base Ten?

Fifteenth Statement

GO TO 18

This statement is called an UNCONDITIONAL GO STATDrENT. It tells the
processor to transfer control to statement number 18 under any condi-
tion.

Ouestions.

(a) Explain Statement Number 16.

(b) Explain Statement Number 17.

Note Statements 16 and 17 are to be executed only when I is equal
to 8. At that time, statements 13 and 14 are not executed.

(c) EXamine statements 13 and 14 to determine 'khy thb instruc-
tions Wire so programmed.

Note: The statements from Number 5 to Number 24 form our first DO
LOOP. The statements from Number 8 through Number 21 form
our second DO LOOP. Statements from ! "umber 12 to Number 18
form our third DO LOOP. In any program, 1() LOOPS 'may be
nested: they must not be overlapping. In FORTRAN PPOGRNI NO.
1, the three DO LOOPS are nested.

2
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Eighteenth Statement

CONTINUE

The CONTINUE STATEMENT fells the processor to continue doing whatever
. you have started. It is sometimes desirable to have this statement as

a reftrence point for a DO STATEMENT, e9pecially when otherwise there
might be two possible places that you may want a particular DO LOOP to
end

Questions!
(a) Explain Statement No. 19.
(b) Explain Statement No. 20.
(c) Explain Statement No. 21.

Twenty - Second Statement

WRITE (3,10) L

This is called a WRITE STATEMENT. It requests the processor to write
all numbers in the one-dimensional array called L, using machine num-
ber 3 (the printer) according to FORMAT NO. 10. All leading zeros of
a number will not be printed. Format statements must include an al-
lowance of one extra space for the sign of a number.

Twenty -fifth Statement

STOP

The STOP STATEMENT tells the processor to execute no more statements.

Twenty-sixth Statement

END

The END STATEMENT tells the processor that this is the end of the pro-
gram.
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Problem. :

Using the data cards having input numbers arranged in the order in-
dicated below, tell what happens when FORTRAN Program No. 1 is exe-
cuted.

Card 1, 03

Card 2 06735627354673254362766352701734660513652371005673421634

Card 3 74556321540654310967801046014421473021364773621472221327

Card 4 13672136521126503662445136231064012630112756214725137210
*

omplete the table below giving the number of places for the

numbers listed.

Number 37 1000 657 7777 0004 1007

Places two

FORTRAN PROGRAM NO 2

1234567
C BEAU

* * *

C PROGRAM TO GIVE THE NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT PLACES
.COUWENT

,COMMENT

WRITE (3,22) .1-22

22 FORMAT (2X, 371 PROGRAM 2 ***** PROBLEM 3 PAGE 41 //) 1-10

DIMENSION BASE (10) 1- 1

READ (1,1) BASE P- 2

1 FORMAT (10 F8.0)
DO 20 I = 1, 10 -1- 4
B = BASE (I) . 2- 1

K = 8 -1- 8

3 J = B/10.**K
IF (J, NE, 0.) GO TO 18 . 1-12

K = K - 1 . 1-13

1 . 1-13

GO TO 3 . 1-15

18WRITE(111.9)11_FSIMaSET KI . 1-22

19FORMAT(I 20 .F201.0,120/ / ) . 2-22

20 CONTINUE . 1-18

STOP
1-25

END 1-26

28
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(a) Fully describe the statement

WRITE (3,22)

(b) Each symbol / at the beginning or end of the Format detail
causes the carriage return to become activated' one' extra time.
When n is an integer, then the symbol nX in a Format statement
activates the printer by causing it to skip n spaces. With
this explanation, describe fully Statement No. 22.

(c) Describe the statement

DIMENSION BASE (10)

(d) Describe the statement

READ (1,1) BASE.

(c) The Format statement n F 8.0 tells the processor that there
are n numbers being considered. Each one is a real number
written in decimal form (br floating Point form). Each num-
ber is eight places long and there are zero places to the right
of the decimal point. With this knowledge, tell 'what State-
ment No. 1 does.

NOTE': Heretofoie, the only numbers we have been using have

been integers. Names of variables which are integers
must,bezinwith one of the letters I, J, K, L, M and N.
Other real numbers (with decimal begin with letters

other than these.

(f) Describe the following three statements.

DO 20 I = 1,.10

B =:BASE(I)

K = 8

(g) The symbolin 3/10. is self-explanatory. The number 10. is

considered'to be a real number having a decimal _point. Tell

what Statement No. 3 does. (Hint! J is an integer.)

(h) Tell what Statement 18 does.

(i) Tell what Statement 19 does.

(j) Tell what Statement 20 does.

2;)
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3. lhe first six even whole numbers are represented in Base Eight
by 0, 2, 4, 6, 10 and 12. List the first twgnty even numbers
given in Base Eight. how can you t °cll whether or not a whole
number represented in Base Eight is even?

FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 3

1234567
BEAU

C iii;OGRAM TO LIST THE EVEN NUMBERS <200 IN BASE EIGHT ,

(J, 22)!
22 FORLIAT (2X, 341i PROGRM3)

DIUNSION N(4) , 1`1(4)

M(1) = -6
M(2) --,, -6

M(3 = -4
M(4) = -2
DO 40 I = 1,25
Do JO J = 1,4
M(J) = M(J) + 8
N(J) = M(J)

30 CONTINUE
DO 20 J= 1,4
K1 = I(J)/64
R1 = M(j)-(K:*04)
F2 = RI/3

= RI -

N(J) = (K1A:100) + (K2*10) + K3
20 CONTINUE

WRI1L (3,21) N
21 FORMi.T (4 T20 //)
40 CONTINUL

STOP
END

Exercises

(a) Describe Statement No. 22.
(b Describe Statement No. 21.

3J



(c) Explain the statement

K1 © N(J)/64
0

24

(Hint: Since the name K1 begins with the letter K, Kl must be
an integer.)

(d) Explain the statement,

K2 ti R1/8

4. In Base Ten the number ten raised to the second power is renre-
,

C- rented by 100 or 102: the number ten raised to the third power

is represented by 1000 or 103. Give alternative representations

for the following as integral powers of 10 in Base Eight.

(a) 100000 (c) 1000000

(b) 100000

FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 4

(d) 10000000

***

1234567
C BEAU
C -PROGRAM TO GIVE THE INTEGRAL POWERS OF 10 I SCIENTIF C T 0

1 WRITE (3,22) NUMBERS < 10" USING ONE DIGIT TO THE LEFT OF THE DECIMAL
22 FORMAT (14X. 9H PROGRAM
1 DIMENSION T(8)
5 READ (1,23) T
23 FORMAT (MO)
6 DO 20 I ..,-. 1 8
7 A T(I)

8 K 10

3 J = A/10. * *K
4 IF . NE .0) GO TO 18
9 K K - 1

10 GO TO 3
18 WRITE (3, 19). A, K
19 FORMAT (12H THE NUMBER , Fi(t.0 , 20H IS 10 THE POWER 12)

20 CONTINUE
21 STOP
22 END

3i
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Detailed Explanation of FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 4

STATEMENT
NUMBER

°

EXPLANATION
2 Printer Writes: PROGRAM 4*****PROBLEM 9 PAGE 42
1 , Processor Peserves:

1 i 1 I r r 1 1 1

T(1) T(2) T(3) T(4) T(5) T(6) T(7) T(8)

_

5 Reader Reads In:

10 100 4 1000 1 10000 -1100000 1100004 etc. tetc. 1

T(1) T(2) T(3)0 T(4) T(5) T(6) T(7) T(8)
a ,

7 Space A is reserved and the value of T(1) is put there.

1 10 (

A

8 Space K is reserved and the value 10 is put there.

10 1

K

3 NOTE-

10. is a FLOATIN9pPOINT NUMER. It is first raised
to the power inditated by K. Then 10 is divided
by the result and the decimal part is drooped. Hence
the value of J is set to zero.

3)
'h 1 o I

k), J

4 Statement No. 4 is self - explanatory if NE is read "IS NOT
EQUAL TO ".

9 Reduce the value ofithe number space K by 1.

10

18
Change Control to Statement No i.1
After going eirougliihe above LOOP nine times, the number 1
is in space K and space A contains the number 10.Why?
After the nineth time through, the PRINTER writes:

. THE NUMBER 10 IS 10 TO THE POWER 1.

3 2
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5. The first five whole numbers that are multiples of four are

represented in Base Fight by 0, 4, 10, 14, and 20.

(a) Use cubic Geo-blocks to represent the number 4 in Base

Eight.

(b) Use cubicDGeo-blocks to represent the number 10. in Base

Eight.

(c) Use cubic Geo-blocks to represent all of the multiples

of four between zero and thirty-six.

(d) Tell which of the following Base Eight numerals repre-

6ent numbers that are multiples of four.

4402 10000 10000000 240000000004

4304 34005 32400000 200007655702

2067 20000 2567300 287565500400

W (e) Give a rule for telling whether or not a BUse Eight num-

eral represents a multiple of four.

6. A number which is not even is Two,doesinot divide it.

The first five odd whole numbers are represented in Base Four

by 1, 3, 11, 13, and 21. List the first ten odd numbers gi-

ven in Base Four. How can you tell whether or not a numeral

indicates a Base Four odd number?

at)
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FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 5
1234567

,

C BEAU
C PROGRAM TO GIVE THE MULTIPLES OF FOUR IN BASE EIGHT

22 FORMAT (22.635H PROGRAM 5***** PROBLEM-12 PAGE 44/1)
WRITE (3,22)
DIMENSION A(100)
INTEGER A D4 D3 D2 Dl D5
READ (1 1)-W

1 FORMAT 413 )

DO 3 I 1 N
C THE FIRST 100 MULTIPLES OF FOUR ARE COMPUTED IN BASE TEN

A(I) a I*4

C THE DIGIT ASSOCIATED WITH HUNDREDS PLACE IN BASE EIGHT IS COMPUTED
D3 A(I)/ 64

C IF D3 IS EQUAL TO ZERO THEN THE STATEMENT LABELED 6 IS EXECUTED
IF (D3.EQ.0) GO TO 6

C THE VALUE ASSOCIATED WITH D3 IS SUBTRACTED FROM THE MULTIPLE OF FOUR
A(I)

C THIS STATEMENT COMPUTES THE DIGIT ASSOCIATED WITH THE TENS PLACE IN
C BASE EIGHT

6 D2 A(I)/8
C. IF D2 IS EQUAL TO ZERO, THEN THE STATEMENT

IF (D2.EQ.0) GO TO 8
C THE VALUE ASSOCIATID WITH 02 IS SUBTRACTED

A(I) = A(I) (D2*8)
C THE REMAINING VALUE OF A(I

LABELED 8 IS EXECUTED

8 D1 = A I
IS ASSIGNED TO

FROM THE MULTIPLE OF FOUR

THE DIGIT IN THE UNITS

C THE VARIOUS DIGITS ARE COMBINED INTO A THREE PLACE BASE EIGHT NUMBER
A(I) D3*100 + D2*10 + Dl

3 CONTINUE
WRITE 3 10 A(I) I 1 N
DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING FORMAT STATEMENT

10 FORMAT 10X 10 16 5X
STOP
END

a

3.1



)FORTRAV PROGRAli NO. 5 deserves further comments.

(a) The statement

INTEGER A, D4, 03, Dl, D5

28

tells the PROCESSOR to round off these variables downward'to
the nearest integer and to treat them as integers.

(b) The statement

IF (D5 . EQ . 0) GO TO' 2

is self-explanatory if the symbols EQ are interpreted to-

gether as "IS EQUAL TO" .

(c) The statement

WRITE (3,10) (A(I), I ,,,. 1,N)

causes the PRINTER to print all the numbers A(I) where
takes on all the integral.values'from 1 to the value of N.

'or

(d) The 10(I6, 5X) in FORMAT NO. 10 has the same effect as if

I6,5X had been written ten times in succession.

Questions:

(a) What does the 2X in FORMAT STATEMENT NO. 22 tell the PRO-

CESSOR?

(b) What do the two symbols // in FORMAT STATEMEmT NO. 22 td11

the PROCESSOR?

(Th
(c) ''Explain in detail, the statement

WRITE (3,22)

in FORTRAN PR4GRAN NO. 5.

(d) Explain in detail,

FOPMAT NO. 10.
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2.3 "ase "our hrl "r ter erationi-

In ".ase 7our, theIvrbols " /, 2, 3 and the nurcrals

to rnresr.rit the nrber of uhole nic'els in a nennv.

1 to renresent the n%7s=ber of coons the earth has.

0

2 to renreser.t the nu '.er of halves it a -hole..

3 to renrenent nurber of Ales '°_r a iriatr-le.

10 to renresent the nuber of easons F- a year.

11 to renresent the nuAer of neople in a 'set of nuintunlets.

12 to reoresent the nurher of eons in a half 'iced carton.

13 tcOrenresent the nurher of days in a 'reel-

Exerciser

1. nnino the race "our 'uperatiou lyqte-0, °lye numerals to renre-

s,znt

(a) the nuniler of toes on your feet'

(b) the nurber of 7.seks in a year

(c) the nurher of -'ants in apallan

2.4 rlace .Value and ?ace "alun In. The nage Tour "uneretion Syste.

Mere are four subdivision::: in each section and a builder constructs

four nectioms each season of the year. "..ere are four 'docks in each

A

niarter. sadivisior_ The huilder'buysis _gone Tout' wall paint in

77%olesale nuantities at the nrice of-fo,2r collars ner pallon. A case of

Tall naint consists of four callons. A car .as'-et of this taint con

sista of four cases. A forUift consists o£ four car hasstts. A. truck

loa,1 consists of four forklifts. A sbinrent consists of four truck-

3t)
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loads. warel,ouse of oll naint consists of four '`''! {.-'-

The *wilder constructs eir,ht buildings on each Di e of the street

in each block. 7ach.buildirv, has four units eact consintin0 of four

fourroom anartments. inc,;s on the average, a pallon of wall 'paint is

used for each room then a case of wall Paint is usee for each unit_.,

and a forklift 'of wall naint is used for each bulidine. A truckload

of wall naint it used in each quarter-block and a shinment' of wall

paint is used in-each 'lock. P warehouse of wall naint 10 used

each nuarter-subdivision and four warehouses of wall paint are used in

eacIl subdivision.

obviously, a. quart of naint is a wall of naint and a 01 ss (or a

cup) of naint is R nuarter-wall of naint. ,lass of naint is used in

each nan and a half (".11 of naint is consir'ered to he one roller of

naint. "e have

one
one
one
one
one
one
one
one
one
one

one

tdesnoon
roller
cur

quart
nallon
case
car basket
for' lift
truckload
shinrent
warehouse

Tyr, P.AFIT

four fluidram
four tablespoons
.four rollers
four cure
our (marts
four 7allons

= four cases

0= four carbasets
four fork "-efts
four truckloads

four warshouses
four subdivisions
four sections
four seasons
four years
four nresidential terms
four quarter life ti: ;es

one nan or nuarterwall
one wall
one room
one anartment
one unit
one 1,uildinf,

one quarter- -Mott-

one bloc'

=:= onn quartersubdivision
one stPdivision
one section
one season
one year
one nresi'ential terr
one cmarter life time
one lifetime
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"e can use the lase "our runeratior syster to effectively indi

cate a snecific nuantity of 'wall paint as well as the nr:I.ce.

In the.Ease "cur nuneration system, nunrals are written to indi

cate the nurf,ers. The numeral 312 is written 'to Wicate the number

fifty four. Each sym7,-01 of a numeral bar, a face-malue and a Place-

value. "or enamnle in thr! numeral 312, the facvalue of is two

and the nlace value of 2 is one. The face-value of 1 is one anelkne

niece value of 1 is Lou:. Thi face-value of 3 is three. and the place-

value of 3 is sinteen. correspond-Inc, 'atm 7'en numeral is given by

the representation 3 x 16 + 1 n 4 + 2 x 1 or 56. Thus, the number that

these nurerals renresent is fifty-four. In the figure below we have

fifty-four units of -airt. "hat are these units?

-Acr-witurs

TIT"rr
'FT'r)

niqp

'7:kg"

FVTEET.

L.

PLPCP-VPLP79

3a
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Example

suics.-VALizsg-

1. State the values shown by each symbol in the Bate Four num-

eral 21031.

IIACK VALUES
TO s ti 6. r

l'ij

---_

ONE

FORK-

LIFT

,

\

ONE
. .

TRUCKLOAD

A -

Z,-/
1

CASK
ONE _

TRUCKLOAD

1

1

V? SIXTY-FOUR SIvION POUT mnw .

r

3.1
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insmer The 2 is a sletol for trio tT7o-fifty-sixes.

The first 1 is a oynbol for one sinty-four.

The ') is a synbol for zero sixteens.

The 3 is a sy-nol for three fours.

The second 1 is a syrIbol forons one.

Kence, the corresnondin^ rase Ten.nureral is given by

2 x Lei + 1 x (4 + x 1 + 3 4 + 1 x 1 or 5C°.

The correcnonein^ nose nirht nun.lral is piven by

2 lc 4;1 + 1 v 101 + 1 n 21 + 3 7 4 + 1 n 1 or

11T' + 111 + 1 + 14 + 1 or 1113.

rxwirle 2. 77.(7.7 nanv !--allons of naint nuot he aided to the naint in

Exanrle 1 in order to make a total of 111'co pallons of

naint (lase 71-ht)?

tnsT,er "e need 3 vallons to co-Irlete the case 3 oallons

7e need ^ additional cases to co7nlete n ^allons

"e neer

the carbaslret of paint.

3 rore carhas%ets of raint to

corirlete the for11iZt. 3/1^ oallons

7e need 2 rote forklifts of paint to 2flIn r-allons

We need 1 more truckload of paint to WOLK; galloua

complete the shipment

We need a total of 12303 gallons

t



FY4mP1e,3 State the values shown by each symbol in the Base Four num-

eral 132.

'FACE-VALUES

ONE THREE TWO

.......XONE

CAR-BASKE

lj

4......

1 CASE 4
1 CASE

.1 CASE

II

SIXTEEN FOum ONE

PLACE-VALUES

Answer. The 1 is a symbol for one sixteen.

The 3 is a symbol for three fours.

The 2 is a symbol for two ones.

Give the corresponding Rase Ten numeral.

nive the correspondine Base Eight numeral.

,
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(a) Use the Paint Model to indicate the Base Four numeral 3.

.(b) Use the Paint Modei' to indicate the Base Four numeral 30.

(c) Use the Paint Model to indicate the Base Four numeral 201.

(d) Use the Paint Model to indicate the Base Four numeral 21.

(e) Use the Paint Model to indicate the Base Four humeral 112.

(f) Use the Paint Model to pefform the indicated operaiions:

2301 3233
+ 1011 - .1211

Exercises:

1. Complete the following table.

3231

-2133

Base
Four

3 30 201

Base
Ten

b 9 70 77

Modify FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 1 in order to write FORTRAN PROGRAM
NO. 6 so that the answers to Problem 1 above may be computed.

a.

*

2. The first four even whole numbers are represented by 0, 2,

10, and 12 in Base Four. List the first twenty even Base

Fope representations. How can you tpll If a Baca Four, number

is even?
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* * *

Modify FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 3 to write FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 7 that
will help to obtain the list requested in Problem 2.

*

3.' List the first twenty multiples of four in Baae Four. Tell

how one would recognize a multiple of four represeptation id

Base Four.

4.. The first four odd whole numbers are represented in Base Four

by 1, 3, 11, and 13. List the first twenty odd numbers by

Base Four representations. How can you tell whether or not

a numeral indicates a Base Four odd number?

5. Use the Paint Model to answer the following questions:

(a) How many gallons are there in a war house' of paint?

(b) How many,gallons are there in a car-basket of paint?

(c) What is a subdivision of paint?

(d) What is a lifetiue of paint?

* * *

Modify FORTRAN PROGRAM Na. 5 to write FORTRAN PROGRAM NO. 8 to

solve Problem 3 above.

4 3
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2.5 n.ase Syste, of -umeratioe

Ir'r.a2e T!YID, Tie use *ha sunhols " an 1. 'e use Cle numnrals

to renresent th nuoiben:.bf full'pallons in a nuart,

1 to.represent ele number of full quarts in a liter,

1". to reuresInt nu-lper of nints in a nuart,

11 to rerresent num%er of anrles in a trianple,

101 to ranresent tho number of quarts in an imerican rallon:

121 to renresent the nunner of quarts in a Canadian rallon,

117 to represent the nuber of days in a tme"-., and

1"3C to represent the number of Pints in an Arerican rallon.

Exercises

I

1. 41sinr the lase TPcs '7"tmeration System, rive nunnrals to represent

(a) the number of rills in a 'allon.

the punber of pints in a half an kmerican rallon.

(c) the nu -beg of woelr.s in thn year.

(d) the number of cues in a nuart.

(e) the nurV,er of nuarts in a half-- nallon.

(f) the number of "quarts in three gallons.

f

2.6 Place value and "ace Value In The rase Trio Iluvqeration System S.

In' the :ase 'No numeration systen numerals are -4ritten to indicate

the numhers. six -place mime at 311111 is uritten to indicate tie

nuober sixty-three. rack symbol of a numeral hats d fdeo..nlova anri n

*Ins_ iiav to ',rite fro 1 to 1" in Base Ttio is to !mite front 1 to

. 11r1 in Base Tan skinning any numl,er hPvinr a numeral representation

containin- 2 3 4, c, 6 7, 2, or '.
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place-value. For examnle, in the numeral 111111, the face-value of

the first 1 is 1 and the place-value of that 1 is thirty-two. The

face-value of the second 1 is 1 and the place-value of that 1 is-six-

teen. The face-value of the third 1 is 1 and the place-value of that

1 is eight. The face-value of the fourth 1 is 1 and the iaacc-value

of that 1 is four.

Question: Can you piye the face-values and place-values for the

last two symbols in the Base Two numeral 111111? If

so,'what are they?

We can use a Base Two numeration system to effectively indicate

the measure of a linuicl. For example, 111111 cups renresents one half

case, one gallon, one half-rrallbn, one quart, one pint, and one cup.

TIIIPTY-TT,10 SIXTEEN

PLAfF-VALITES
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Fixed and Floating Points

In dealing with the computations on a digital computer,2,it is

necessary that the students are familiar with the twt numeration systems-

(1) Fixed points and (2) Floating point.

(1) A fixed point system is a numeration system in which the

position of the point is fixed with respect to one end of the numeral.

Thus, fixed points are integers.

In dealing with fixed point numbers, one must realize that the

computer gives out only integer form of values as a result of ,computation.

In other words, the computer truncates all the fractional part of the

number.

For example: If 16 is divided by 3, then the answer given out

by the computer will be 5, even though the correct answer should be

5.3333 . Thus the decimal ortion of the number is truncated.

Hence, one must be careful and specify if and' when the computation

and the result of the ocmputatiod are desired in integer form.

(2) Floating point numbers are the numbers in which the

fixed positidn of the decimal point is variable in accordance with

the requirement of the computation.

4
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There are three different ways of representing the floating

points. They are:

(a) Conventional floating form: Example: The numbers of

the form 42.225, 3.2534 ...etc.

(b) Ordinary Scientific floating point form:

Example: 42.4225 (100); 42.4225 x le; 42.4225 x 1000;

0.424225 x 102; 0.004225 x 1004;'.004225 x 104;

42422500 x 10
6

... many other variations &re possible.

(c) Exponential floating point form:

Example: 42.4225E00; 42.4225E 4. 00; 4.24225E01;

4.24225E1; .424225E02 ... Etc., ... Etc.

(Further discussion on these forms can be found in the discussion

of the Format statements.)

Why the exponential floating point form?

To answer this question, consider the following.,. example of

multiplication.

nnn.dddd
mm. ddd

kkkkk.ddddddd



This shows that the decimal point in the product is located

so that it in to the left of the sum of the decimal places in both

the multiplier and multiplicant.

Furthermore; it is possible to set the number of decimal places

in advance whether we are using hand computation or a digital computer.

Suppose we decide to have our computation to three decimal places. The

disadvantage of this system will be formed in the following illustration:

0 . 0 5 8

x 0 . 0 2 5

0 . 0 0 0 1 4 5

Since we are limited to the three digits, we lose all the non-zero

digits.

To avoid this kind of difficulties, most computers engaged in

scientific computation use thp floating point arithmetic. In comnuters

certain circuits are built in so that the decimal points will be aligned

so that exponents are equal before addition and subtraction. In mul-

tiplication exponents are added and in division the exponent of the

divisor is subtracted from the exponent of the dividad. All these

are done automatically without requiring any special program instruction.

Thus the computation is fast and efficient. Hence it is the advantage

of using the third form.

/16
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Example 1. State the place-value shown by each symbol in 110101

where the numeral is given in Base Two. Also state

the corresponding face-values.

ONE ONE

FACE-VALUES

ZERO ONE ZERO ME

HALF-CASE GALLON
HALF-

GALLON QUART (1,
CUT'

SIXTEEN EIGHT

PLACE-VALUES

MUT? TWO ONE

Example 2. How many cups of milk are needed to add to 1001'cups ,

to get a gallon of milk?

Answer? 1 cup is needed to go with the one cup 1 cup

to get one pint

1 pint is needed to go with this pint I 10 cups

1 quart is needed to go with the

Quart thus cbtained 1

100 cups

--Ill cups



Games:

(a) 1 \Use the milk Model to indicate the Base Two

(b) Us the 'Wilk Model to indicate the Base Two

(c) Use the MilkModel to perform the indicated

Exercises:

43

numeral 1.

numeral 101.

operations:

101 111 101,10 1111
+ 100 - 011 - 1.01 + 1111

(1) Complete the following table.

Base
Two

1 10 110

Base
Ten

212 45 128 16

(2) Expand the Base Two numeral 10111 in Base Ten.

(3) List the first sixteen even numbers given in Base Two.

(4) List the first thirty positive integers_given in Base Two.

(5) Tell which of the following Base Two numbers are multiples

of four.

(a) 11011 (d) 10110

(b) 110000 (e) 1000010

(c) 11111 (f) loloono

(6) Tell which of the following Bare v° numbers are each inte-

gral yowers on 10:

(a) 1100 (c) 11000

(b) inoon000000 (d) 1000
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2.7 Comparison of the Base Two System and, the Base Fight System With

the Base Four System

Example le. 000tw
o

represents the same number as 0
eight

Example lb. 001,
o

represents the came number as 1
eightt

Example 2ci. 010 represents the same number as 2
two eight

',.

Example 2b. 011 represents the same number as 3
two eight

Example 3a. 100 represents the came number as 4
two eight

Nample 3b. 101 represents the same number as 5
two eight

Example 3c. 110 represents the same number as 6
two eight

Example 3d. 111 represents the same number as 7
two eight

Example 4a. 000 000
two

represents the came number as 00
eight

4b. 001 000 represents the same number as 10
eight

Exam -_ 5a. 010 000
two

represents the same number as 20
eight

Example 5b. 011 000 represents the same number as 30- eight

Example 6a. 100 000 represents the same number as 40
two eight

Example 6b. 101 000 represents the same number as 50
two eight

Example 6c. 110 000
two

represents the same number as 60
eight

Example 6d. 111 000
two

renresents the same number as 70
eight

Example 7a.0 000 000t
wo

represents the same number as 000
eight

Example 7b.1 000 000
two

represents the same number as 100 eight

Consequently,

111, 111, 111two represents the same number as 7 7 7
eipht,

101, 100, 111two represents the same number as 5 4 7eipht,

are 100, 010, 001two represents the same number as 4 2 1
eight'
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We easily determine that

4 5 6
eight

represents the same number as loa, 101, in

and 4 5 1_
ight represents the same number ac 101, 001, 001two. 4-or

5 examples for Base 4 to Base 2.

Since it is relatively easy to convert from Base Two to Base Eight,

from Base Eight to Else Two, from Base Two to Base Four and from Base

Four to Base To it should be almost as easy to convert from Base Four

to Base Eight.or from Base Eight to Base Four. We need only convert

from the first base to Base Two and then convert to the second base.

For example,

1 11 01 10two r.2 1 110 110two 1 6 height1 3 1 2four

1 111 011two ® 1 11 10 lltwo1 7 3eight m 1 3 2 3four

Exercises

1. Complete the following table.

Base
Eight 1 1 1 1 5 3 7

Race
001 001 001 101

2. Complete the following table.

Base 7 0 4 1 3 k 3 1 4
right \
Base
Tian 111010

3. Complete the following table.

Base
Two 101 1010 1101 10001

Base
Fishr 26

4. Write programs to:

(a) Change a number from Base 8 to Base 4.

(b) Change a number from Base 4 to Base 8.

r.;
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Design of a Simple Computer

The relationship among the principal components of the computer

can be understood by examining the figure below.

INT UT

MEMORY

I

I CONTROL

1-

jARIThMETIC/LOGIO

OUTPUT I

Input to the computer may be by punched cards, tape, teletype,

or directly from the keyboard on the console. Input consists of

the set of statements which make up the program. The statements may

be instructions to the computer to perform certain operations or

data to be used in the processing of the program.

The memory unit is where information is stored until needed

in the execution of some part of the program. This is the central part

of the ocmputer. All information must pass through it, including

data for manipulation and instructions which tell the machine what

to do.
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The arithmetic/logic unit is where the actual computations take

place. This unit may add, subtract, multiply or divide: higher-order

mathematics is not done directly. This unit also performs certain

logical operations; it can determine if a number is positive or

negative, zero or non-zero.

The control unit acts in a supervisory capacity and exercises

control over all units in the system. It coordinates the activities

of be other units by timing an directing the flow of information

from one unit to another.

The output section records in conveniedt form the contents of

memory (answers to problems, original data, etc.). Output may be

in the form of punch cards, punched tape, magnetic tape or printed

sheets.

Let us design a simple computer and see how it may be operated

to solve some simple problems.

First of all we will design a small memory which consists of

25 words, each one has a capacity of storing a two digit number and

sign plus or minus.

E

OIK!ViZIW Memory of Simple Computer

f IIS;QiY J

X

A ;F 11..!GiB
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Questions :

1. What is the smallest number which can.be put in the xemory

of our simple computer?

2. What is the elargest number which can be put in the memory of

our simple ccirputer? ,

3. What sort of instructiomshould we give our computer to

execute? Make a table of them and assign a number to

each of them.
a

Sample, Table

Operations. Instructions Abbreviation

1

2

Arithmetic 2.ar and Add

Add

CLA

ADD

Subtract SUB

Multiply MUL 4

INPUT & OUTPUT Divide ' DIV 5

St4re SS 6
C-1

Read 0. READ 7

Print WRITE 8

.
Unconditional 1

CONTROL Transfer.
Conditional 1

GO TO 9

.._

IF THEN 0

t
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4. How would you instruct our simple computer to add two numbers,

say 35 and 17?

First instruction' will be to read the numbers 35 and 17 from

tape, or punched card and store in memory cells A and B

-respectively, where A'and B are address of two cells in

the computer memory. SecOnd instruction will be to clear the

Arithmetic Unit to zero and add A. Third instruction will

be to add B. Fourth instruction will be to print out the

result which is stored in the Arithmetic Unit.

In short, we can write the above instructions as follows:

READ,A, B

CLA

ADD B

PRINT (the sum of A, B)

5. From the instruction table, assign the number which corresponds

to each of the instructions in the program for the sum of

two numbers.

6. Write a program that will instruct the-
computer to subtract

two numbers,, say 35, 17.

7. Write a program that will instruct the simple computer to

multiply two numbers, say 35, 17. ,

8. Write a program to divide 95 by 5 using the method of

repeated subtraction.
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Consider the following statements in the program

Read (1,11) A(1), A(2), A(3)

11 Format (3F 5.2)

(a) What variables are read by the machine?:

(b) What does 11 refer to in the Read statement?

(c) What does F refer to in the format statement?

(d) Supposing A(1) fl 5.6, A(3) 132.75, A(2) t=i'9468.19. State

how the machine would read these.

Exercise #2 Read (5,60) A,B,C,J,K 60

FORMAT (3 F 12.4, 2 I 3)

(a) How many variables are read in the above exercise?

(b) In the Format statement what does 3 F 12.4 referto what variables?

(c) What type of variables are J, K?

(d) Write the first and last statement of the program in problem

number 4 by using a format statement.

(e) At some stage after the computer has gone through all the mathematical

steps it must print out our results. That is done by the word write.

It's operation is similar to the input operation.

e.g. Write (5,60) A(1), A(2), A(3), A(4)

60 FORMAT (A I 2)

Explain the above two statements.

[Note: teacher should provide same examples if necessary.]
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There are two types of transfer statements

1. The unconditional transfer-simply states the computer to go to a

certain line number such as Go To6 simply states go next to

line number 6.

2. Conditional transfer- There are two kinds of conditional statements,

one is called logical IF and the other is called arithmetic IF. In

the logical the decision is based on a logical quantity being true

or false and in a quantity being either less than zero, zero or

greter than zero in value.

A logical transfer statement is of the form
0

IF (expression) statement number

IF expression is true go to statatent number, if false go to

next statement number in the program.

The (expression) can relate two values by using one of six relational

operations.

Relational Operation Matbemztical Symbol Definition

GT greater than

GE > greater than or
....

equal to

EQ . equal to

NE 0 not equal to

LE < ( )

LT < ( )



The form of he arithmetic transferis

IF (a) nl, n2, n3

means if a < 02 Co To line number n
1

if a = 0, Go T3 line number n
2

if a > 0, Go To line number n
3

Describe what will happen under the conditions given below:

(a) IF (J. NE. 0) Co To 18

(b) IF (J-N) 5, 5, 20

(c) IF (IND) 10, 20, 30

10 X = Y

GO TO 40

20 X 20*Y

CO TO 40

30 X = Y**2

40 STOP

(d) IF (7.GT. SUM) Go To 40

CAL = QU0883

Go To 30

40 CAL = QUO**Z

30

SIT = 7

QUO = 5.0

Z = 2

9

52
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Do Loop

Have the students discuss how to read and store a list of 20

numbers in our computer so that the individual members of the list

may be referred to. The object is to have them decide upon some

. number pattelt for referring to the MG102grE1 of the list in the order

given. The simplist, and hence the best, way is to number them from

3., to 20,e.g. A(1), A(2), ..., t(20).

The students nia.ir---)::Iecide to read and store the members of the list

all at once or to do it in groups of 10, 5, 4, 2 or 1. If one

should suggest that the computer be told to repeat the read process,

try to bring Out the concept of a loop. However, do not force it. If

it is brought out in this discussion, the next part will.be good to

reinforce the concept.

03,

Then consider how to instruct the computer to calculate the sum

of the sequence of the members of the list.* Note that only one

number may be added at a time. Somewhere during this discussion

the idea of having the computer repeat a process should come up.

You should,be,able to generate a program somewhat like the following.

*Must allow the memory to store number with more than two digits and
at least for the location where X is stored.

GO



10 X a 0

12 I n 0

14 T ,== 1

16 CLA I-

20 ADD T

22 STO I

24 CLA A(I)

28 MUL A(I)

30 ADD X

32 STO X

34 IF I < 20 THEN 16

36 Pun x

( Aummes that the members of the list have been real and stored in

the location labelled A(1), A(2), ..., A(20))

Then define an instruction Do A I e S, E to replace steps

12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 34. A represents the line number of the

final step of the process which is to be repeated, I represents the

%name of the index which will count the number of times the process has

been done, < represents the first value for I (generally 1) and E

represents the last value for I. Hence, E-S would be the number of

times that the process will be repeated.

The above program then becomes:
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10 X 0

20 DO 32 I i= 1, 20

24 CLA A(I)

28 MUL A(I)

30 ADD X

32 STO X

36 PRINT X

Note that the values of S and E were determined here by the way

in which we named the members of our list. The freedom of choice for

HI and E is to allow the index I to be used as we have used it in this

program.

Here is an alternate way of writing the program which does not

involve using the index during the repeated process-except as a count

to determine when to stop. In this case the reading of the list into

the computer is done simultaneously with the calculations.

100 X = 0

110 DO 160 I 1, 20

130 READ A

130 CLA A

140 MUL A

150 ADD X

160 STO X

170 PRINT X

6

7
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Have the students do some exercises such as the following:

1. Write a program to compute 10!

2. Write a program to calculate the sum of all multiples of 5

from 5 to 100.

3. Given a list of ten numbers, write a program to arrange these

numbers in ascending order.

Mathematical Operations and Symbols

Symbols Operations

Addition

Subtraction

Multiplication

Division

** Exponentiation

Write the following examples in Fortran.

Example 1. 0

Z A(3B + C)3

Solution:

Z A*(3*B + C) It* 3

The order in which the above operation will take place are as

follows:

1) Multiply 3*B

2) Add the product of 3*B to C

3) Raise the sum of 3*B+C to the third power

4) Multiply the results by A.
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Example 2.

\1112 - 4AC
Y 2A

O
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Solution:

Y (-B.+(B**2 - 4.0*A*C)**.5)/2.0*A

The order in which the above operations will take place are

as follows:

1) Raise B to the second power

2) Multiply 4.0*A*C

3) Subtract B**2-4.0*A*C

4) Raise the remainder to the .5 power

5) Add -B to the results

6) Multiply 2.0*A

7) Divide the product into the results in 5).

Problems

Write the following algebraic expressions in the Fortran language.

1) Y M + C 5) Z
(4X + 3Y)3 1/2

2) Y A
2

+ 2AB 4- B
2

3) Z
A(3B + 4C)2

3LC + D

2XY

6) Y =4 (8 +
2

)

4-1/2
Y

1; ( 4.% -

3C

AC ; 4
7) Y 4 x 8 + 2


